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Microseismic monitoring is widely applied in fracturing operations, reservoir delineation and water front
monitoring. Microseismic inversion generally uses an initial velocity model based on well logs and seismic data
from perforation shots. This model is generally not suitable to locate microseismic sources. To reduce errors, we
have developed a method that simultaneously updates the velocity model and locates events in space and time.
1-D layered anisotropy with a transversely-isotropic (TI) symmetry is assumed, where the symmetry axis can be
arbitrarily oriented. The arrival times and ray paths of the qP, qSV and qSH waves are calculated with a modified
multistage shortest path algorithm. Combined with the conjugate gradient method, a damped, minimum-norm,
least-squares and constrained problem is solved. The numerical examples show that the proposed algorithm can
be used to invert the anisotropic velocity model (elastic moduli and interface depth for each layer) and locate the
microseismic sources and their onset times, simultaneously. It is shown that the algorithm is not very sensitive to
random noise, which may be contained in arrival times and model anisotropy heterogeneities.

1. Introduction
Hydraulic fracturing is routinely performed for producing oil and
gas from unconventional oil and gas reservoirs (e.g. tight oil and gas
reservoirs, shale oil and gas) (Albright and Pearson, 1982; Rutledge
et al., 2004; Maver et al., 2010; Maxwell et al., 2010b; Wang et al.,
2016). Microseismic monitoring methods are widely used to characterize the generated fracture networks and estimate the stimulated
reservoir volume. They play an important role in hydraulic fracturing
analyses. However, there are two fundamental factors which may affect
the accuracy of the microseismic source location. Besides the difficulty
for accurately picking the first arrivals, which is specifically caused by
the low signal-to-noise ratio, uncertainties in the velocity model may
introduce additional errors. Generally, the velocity model is constructed with well-log data and seismic data from perforation shots
(Warpinski et al., 2005; Pei et al., 2009; Maxwell et al., 2010a). However, this model is not updated when performing the location of the
microseismic events. Two factors may introduce errors (Grechka,
2010). First, subsurface regions illuminated by the perforation shots are
generally different from the ones covered by the microseismic events.
Fracturing can take place a few hundred meters away from the perforation shots (Rutledge and Phillips, 2003). Second, hydraulic
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stimulation increases the pore pressure and affects the velocity model
by generating fractures and cracks. Perforation data are generally collected before fracturing and a velocity model obtained with these data
cannot precisely describe the temporal variations of the rock velocity
field. Especially for shale rocks, fracturing may generate crack-induced
azimuthal anisotropy (Tsvankin and Grechka, 2011). One important
approach for solving this problem is to locate the microseismic events
by inverting the velocity structure simultaneously.
In earthquake seismology, the velocity and the hypocenter parameters are usually inverted simultaneously. Aki and Lee (1976) inverted the velocity structure and hypocenter in Bear Valley, California,
by using first-arrival P-wave traveltimes. Since the work of the Aki and
Lee (1976), the method has been extended. It is now known as Local
Earthquake Tomography (LET) (Iyer and Hirahara, 1993), which is
effective in imaging subsurface structures in seismically active areas
(Thurber, 1983; Zhao et al., 1992; Paul et al., 2001; Husen et al., 2003;
Martakis et al., 2006; Yolsal-Çevikbilen et al., 2012; Piana Agostinetti
et al., 2015; Ochoa-Chávez et al., 2016). Eberhart-Phillips (1990) used
the pseudo bending method in LET instead of the approximate ray
tracing method (Thurber, 1983).
The LET method has also been used in microseismic monitoring.
Zhang et al. (2009) extended the double-difference tomography method
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Fig. 1. Model parameterization in 1-D layered TI media. The
red circles and black triangles are sources (activated fractures) and receivers, respectively, and the black circles represent nodes (interface elements). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

S-wave splitting measurements based on a genetic algorithm. Although
the medium is not VTI, it assumes that the region between the microseismic events and the receivers is homogeneous. This assumption may
be unrealistic as the receiver array often spans a large depth range.
Previous studies consider relatively simple cases, such as homogeneous anisotropic media or VTI media. These models cannot accurately describe the subsurface (e.g., the azimuthal anisotropy caused by
cracks), and imply significant errors in the location of the hypocenters.
We consider here more realistic models, represented by layered TI
media. We determine the anisotropic velocity model and the hypocenter parameters by using first-arrival qP, qSV and qSH waves in a 1-D
layered TI medium (transverse isotropy with an arbitrary orientation of
the symmetry axis). The model involves five density-normalized elastic
moduli for each layer and the layer depth. The hypocenter parameters
consist of the spatial coordinates and the origin times of the events. The
method has been applied to isotropic media by Huang et al. (2012). The
conjugate gradient (CG) iterative algorithm is used to solve a damped
minimum-norm least-squares constrained problem. The algorithm has
the following advantages (Zhou et al., 1992): (1) it considers the errors
of the model and arrival times; (2) the solutions are not very sensitive to
data errors; (3) it reduces the non-uniqueness of the solution by using a
priori information; and (4) it uses limited computer time and memory
space. Moreover, we have improved the multistage shortest path
method, to calculate ray paths and arrival times, to make it suitable for
a 1-D layered TI medium. We apply the method to surface and downhole microseismic surveys, and test the algorithm for its sensitivity to
random noise and velocity heterogeneities.

Fig. 2. A change in depth z h of the hypocenter results in a perturbation on the
arrival time.

(Zhang and Thurber, 2003) to locate seismic events and recover Vp, Vs
and Vp/Vs models simultaneously. They used arrival times from five
monitoring wells, which are rarely available. Moreover, the medium
was assumed isotropic. Isotropy was also assumed by Zheng et al.
(2016), who combined the time reversal imaging (TRI) method and
frequency-dependent traveltime inversion (FWT) to compute the velocity model and the event locations. However, velocity model and source
location were separately handled. The inverted model using FWT is
applied in TRI to update the event locations, which are used in the next
iteration of FWT. Li et al. (2013, 2014) developed a new method to
simultaneously locate the events and perform anisotropy tomography
by using differential arrival times and differential back-azimuths. The
method is constrained to a 1-D layered VTI model (transversely isotropic with a vertical symmetry axis) and the origin times are not updated in the joint inversion. Grechka et al. (2011) and Grechka and
Yaskevich (2013) estimated the triclinic velocity anisotropy of a
medium by determining microseismic locations simultaneously. Yuan
and Li (2017) performed a joint inversion for low-symmetry anisotropic
media (e.g. orthorhombic anisotropy) and event locations by using

2. The forward modeling
Computing the arrival times efficiently is an important aspect of the
algorithm. Rawlinson and Sambridge (2004) proposed the multistage
technique and implemented the fast marching method to perform the
multiphase tracking calculation in complex layered media. Bai et al.
(2009) used the improved shortest path algorithm, which is combined
with multistage calculation to track multiple waves in 2-D/3-D layered
media. The algorithm is also generalized to the irregular shortest path
algorithm (Bai et al., 2010). The results show that the improved
shortest path algorithm is superior to the fast marching method for both
accuracy and CPU time (for the same model and precision, the CPU
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time of the fast marching method is generally five to six times that of
the improved shortest path method). In our case, it is not necessary to
perform a velocity parameterization of the whole model, since the
elastic parameters are constant within each layer in a 1-D layered
medium. We combine the method of multistage shortest path algorithm
and interface element to develop a forward modeling algorithm, which
is suitable for computing the microseismic ray paths and arrival times
in 1-D layered TI media. In this method, the model parameterization is
performed only for the layer interfaces, which can reduce the calculation time of wavefront expansion. Ray propagation nodes are interface
discrete points (interface elements). The ray propagates along a straight
line in the layer.
The basic principle of the modified multistage shortest path algorithm based on interface elements is implemented as follows. Firstly,
the model is parameterized with a given cell size and divided into
several relatively independent computational regions according to the
location of the layer interfaces. Fig. 1 shows a test model divided into
four layers/regions. The black circles are discrete nodes (interface
elements), and the sources (red circles) and receivers (black triangles)
are also nodes. Seven physical quantities are used, including five density-normalized elastic moduli (C11, C13, C33, C44 , C66 ) and two symmetry-axis angles ( 0, 0 ). Alternatively, Thomsen's parameters
(Thomsen, 1986) 0 (the vertical P-wave velocity), 0 (the vertical Swave velocity) and the three anisotropy parameters , (or ) and ,
can be used to describe the properties of the medium (weak anisotropy
is not assumed). The phase velocity vp and group velocity vg for the qP,
qSV and qSH waves can be found for instance in Zhou and Greenhalgh
(2004, 2008) or in Carcione (2014):

vp1,2 =

Q , vp3 =

P2

P±

C44 + (C66

C44 )sin2

Fig. 3. Ray paths and traveltime perturbations caused by layer interface variations. S denotes the source and R denotes the receiver. The group angle and
group velocity are 1, vg, j in the first medium, and 2 , vg, j+ 1 in the second
medium, respectively. The original ray is denoted by the solid line and the
perturbed interface and ray path are denoted by the dashed lines. wj is a unit
vector parallel to rays in layer j and wj+ 1 is a unit vector parallel to rays in layer
j +1. wz = (0,0,1) .

the minimum arrival time node is regarded as a secondary focus on the
wavefront to propagate into next region. If the minimum arrival time
node is on the second interface, the upward propagation wave is calculated in the second layer. Otherwise, the downward propagation
wave is calculated in the fourth layer. After the second or fourth layer is
handled, we continue the calculation of a new region, and repeat until
all the nodes in the model are covered. Finally, the arrival time and ray
path from the hypocenter to each receiver are picked. There is no need
to perform re-calculations for multiple receivers.

(1)

,

where

C33)sin2 ]/2,

P = [C33 + C44 + (C11
Q = [C44 + (C11

C44 )sin2 ][C33 + (C44

sin2 cos2 ,
cos = sin 0 sin

cos(

0)

+ cos

0

C33)sin2 ]

(C13 + C44)2

cos .
(2)

(vgm)h = vpm sin

+ cos

(vgm) z = vpm cos
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vpm
vpm

3. Inversion method

,
,

The CG method is used to solve the damped minimum-norm leastsquares constrained problem. The objective function, and the derivatives of the arrival times with respect to the elastic moduli, layer in-

(3)
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where the superscripts 1, 2 and 3 on the left side of equation (1) and the
superscripts m = 1, 2 and 3 in equation (3) represent the three wave
modes: qP, qSV and qSH, respectively. The angle is measured from the
wave direction to the symmetry axis of the medium.
The multi-stage calculation is implemented region by region from
the source location. As shown in Fig. 1, the third layer containing the
hypocenter is used as the first computing region, in which the minimum
traveltime from the hypocenter to each node is calculated. Then, the
traveltimes and corresponding ray paths on the interface elements are
saved. From here, a downward or upward propagation of a transmitted
wave can be simulated in the adjacent regions, starting at the interface
elements with minimum arrival time. According to Huygens' Principle,

(4)

0.5(C44 + C13)2 sin 4 .

terface depth and hypocenter locations, are derived in the next sections.
3.1. Simultaneous inversion strategy
The objective function of the damped minimum-norm least-squares
constrained problem is

S (m) =

1
[(A m
2

t)T W d 1 (A m

t) + µ mT W m1 m], a

m

b
(5)

The first term in the right side is the arrival-time term and the
second one is the regularization term. Most of previous studies
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only included the first item (e.g. Li et al., 2013, 2014). The regularization term provides additional constraints on the model
parameters and reduces the non-uniqueness of the solution.
1
2
n
t = [p1 ( t11, t21 ...... t M
), p2 ( t12, t22 ...... t M
), ..., pn ( t1n, t2n ...... t M
)] are
1
2
n
the arrival time residuals between the observed and theoretical data.
Because of the different pick accuracies, p1 , p2 , ...pn stand for the
weights of the qP, qSV and qSH wave modes. n is the number of seismic
phases, and M1, M2, ...Mn are the numbers of rays corresponding to the
different seismic phases. m = [ Cij ; D ; X ; ] is the model perturbation related to the updated model, Cij (ij = 11,13,33,44,66) is the perturbation of the elastic moduli, D is the perturbation of the layer interface depth, and X is the perturbation of the hypocenter and origin
time of events. W d 1 and W m1 represent the inverse operators of the
priori covariance matrices or the weighting matrices of the data and
t
model spaces, respectively. A = m
is the Jacobian (or
(M1+ M2 + ...Mn) × N

Fréchet derivatives) matrix, where N is the total number of parameters
to be inverted. Finally, µ is the damping factor, and (a, b) are the upper
and lower values of the parameter perturbation.
The normal equation of the objective function (5) is obtained as

(6)

[µW m1 + AT W d 1A] m = AT W d 1 t

The conjugate gradient method (Zhou et al., 1992) is used to solve
equation (6). The determination of soft bounds (Wd, Wm ) is relatively
involved. The determination method can be found in Menke (1984),
Tarantola (1987) and Carrion (1989). If the errors of the observed data
and uncertainties in the initial model are assumed to be uncorrelated,

Fig. 4. The convergence curves of arrival time residuals with three different
damping factors.

Table 1
Elastic moduli and corresponding Thomsen parameters.
Layer

C11 (km/s)2

C13 (km/s)2

C33 (km/s)2

C44 (km/s)2

C66 (km/s)2

1
2
3
4

20.011
22.821
18.478
23.800

7.505
8.364
6.145
8.693

16.403
18.404
13.199
19.193

5.588
6.401
5.198
7.198

7.153
7.937
7.278
8.350

0

km/s

4.050
4.290
3.633
4.381

0

km/s

2.364
2.530
2.280
2.683

0

0.11
0.12
0.20
0.12

Fig. 5. The ray paths of the qP wave for the two events corresponding to the fractures.
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Fig. 6. Inversion with an isotropic velocity model. Panels a–c show the relocated spatial coordinates in the XY, XZ and YZ planes, respectively, and panel
d shows the inverted origin times. Red dots and squares indicate the real values,
and blue crosses indicate the initial values. The green dots and squares indicate
the inverted values. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

2

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but using an anisotropic model.

the k-th layer interface, respectively, while Cijk and dk are the relative
perturbations of Cijk and dk , respectively. N is the number of layers that
the ray intersects and M is the number of layer interfaces which are
intersected by the ray. xk (k = 1, 2, 3 and 4) are the relative perturbations of the hypocenter locations in the X, Y and Z directions and
origin time (k = 4), respectively.

respectively, then Wd = [ ij ( dj ) ] and Wm = [ ij ( mj) ], where dj is the
uncertainty of the j-th arrival time, and dj is the uncertainty associated
with the j-th model parameter of the initial model. Strictly speaking, Wd
is best referred to as a data weighting matrix rather than a data covariance matrix unless it truly reflects the uncertainty associated with
the observed data. Similarly, Wm is referred to as a model weighting
matrix unless its entries reflect the true statistical uncertainties of the
initial model. More accurate data or initial model parameters are given
a larger weight. It can reduce the impact of data and initial model errors
in the inversion solution, thus improving the accuracy. The iteration is
terminated when the arrival time residuals reach a certain desired
value. In order to ensure the convergence of the iterative inversion,
different values for the damping factor µ are tested.
2

3.2.1. Sensitivity with respect to the elastic moduli
The derivative with respect to elastic moduli can be obtained from
the first-order traveltime perturbation equation in terms of the phasevelocity derivatives (Zhou et al., 2008):

R

The Jacobian matrix consists of three parts, namely the arrival-time
derivative with respect to: the elastic moduli, the interface depth and
the hypocenter location and origin time, i.e.

t=
k=1

t
Cijk

Cijk

M

+
k=1

t
dk

4

dk +
k=1

t
xk

xk

vp vg Cij

ds

(8)

where vp and vg are the phase and group velocities, respectively. The
integral path R is the ray path, and ds represents the length of the ray
segment within the cell after the model is parameterized. From equation (8), the derivative of the arrival time with respect to the elastic
moduli Cij in the k-th layer is

3.2. Jacobian matrix

N

Cij vp

t=

t
=
Cijk

vp, k
lk
vp, k vg , k Cijk

(9)

where lk is the ray length within the k-th layer, and vp, k and vg , k are the
phase and group velocities of the k-th layer, respectively. The derivatives vp, k / Cijk can be directly obtained from equations (1) and (2) as

(7)

Here Cijk and dk are the elastic moduli of the k-th layer and depth of
1457
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vp, k
Cijk

P
Cijk

1
=
2vp, k

1

±

P2

k
C44
Cijk

Q

cos2

P

P
Cijk

+

1 Q
2 Cijk

k
C66
Cijk

, (qP , qSV )

sin2 , (qSH )

(10)

where vp, k is calculated using equation (1). Moreover,

P
=
Cijk

1
sin2
2
1
cos2
2
1
,
2

,

k
Cijk = C11

,

k
Cijk = C33
k
Cijk = C44

0,

(11)

others

k
C33

4

k
sin2 2 + C44
sin4 ,

k
Cijk = C11

Ck

k
11
sin2 2 + C44
cos4 ,
4
Q
=
k
k
C11
cos4
sin4 + C33
Cijk
k + Ck )
(C44
13

2

k
Cijk = C33
k
C13

2

sin2 2 ,

sin2 2 ,

k
Cijk = C44
k
Cijk = C13

others

0.

(12)

3.2.2. Sensitivity with respect to the hypocenter location and origin time
The partial derivative of the arrival time with respect to the origin
time can be obtained from the equation t = to + T , where t is the arrival
time, to is the origin time and T is the traveltime:

t
=1
t0

(13)

Fig. 2 illustrates how to calculate the partial derivative of the arrival
time with respect to the hypocenter location using the phase velocity. If
the depth of the hypocenter varies by z h , the corresponding arrival
time perturbation is

t=

l
=
vp, h

z h cos
vp, h

h

=

wz wh
zh
vp, h

Fig. 8. Microseismic location using the arrival times of one fracture system.
Panels a–c show the relocated spatial coordinates in the XY, XZ and YZ planes,
respectively, and panel d is the inverted origin time. Red dots and squares indicate the real values, and blue crosses indicate the initial values. The green
dots and squares indicate the inverted values. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)

(14)

where h is the angle between the phase slowness vector and the z-axis
at the hypocenter, vp, h is the phase velocity at the hypocenter, and unit
vectors (wz and wh ) are displayed in Fig. 2. The first-order accurate
expression for the partial derivatives is

t
=
zh

wz wh
vp, h

(15)
source Sv after the interface location has changed. The arrival time
perturbation at the receiver R can be decomposed into two parts: (1) t1
with d caused by group velocity and ray path changes; (2) t2 caused
by moving the original source S to the virtual source location Sv. Then,
the arrival time perturbation caused by the interface location variation
is

Similarly, the partial derivatives for the other two spatial coordinates are given by

t
=
xh

wx wh
vp, h

t
=
yh

wy wh
vp, h

(16)
(17)

(

t = t1 + t2 =

where wx = (1,0,0) and wy = (0,1,0) are unit vectors.
The partial derivative of the arrival time with respect to the hypocenter location is derived by using the phase velocity. The arrival time
perturbation is calculated on the basis of the distance traveled by the
wave in the direction of the phase slowness. Using the phase velocity
instead of the group velocity in equation (15)–(17) does not introduce
significant errors.

=
=

d
1
vg , j w j wz

d
1
vg, j w j wz

(

3.2.3. Sensitivity with respect to the layer interface depth
The perturbation of the ray path and arrival time caused by the
change of the layer depth is displayed in Fig. 3. Obeying Snell's law, the
seismic wave at the receiver R is assumed to arrive from the virtual

1
d
vg, j cos 1

1
d
vg, j + 1 cos 2

d
1
vg, j + 1 w j + 1 wz
d
1
vg , j + 1 w j + 1 wz

1
w j + 1 wz

)

2

1

+ d

)

wx w h
(
vp, h
wx wh
vp , h

wx w h
dx
vp, h

d tan

( )
1
w j wz

d tan

2
2

1)

1

(18)

Then, the sensitivity with respect to the layer interface depth can be
obtained as
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the true
values of elastic moduli and layer interface depth and the inverted, using
the arrival times of one fracture system.
Red dots and teal triangles stand for the
true parameter values and the updated
values, respectively. The superscript in
the elastic constants denotes the layer
number. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

t
1
1
=
d
vg , j wj wz
1
wj + 1 wz

1

1

vg, j + 1 wj + 1 wz

+

wx wh
vp, h

1
wj wz

parameters. This is because ( 0 , 0) are highly sensitive to the phase
velocity and arrival times. We assume that these angles are known and
that the only unknowns at each node are the five elastic moduli. The
arrival times of the qP, qSV and qSH waves are calculated by the improved shortest path algorithm introduced in Section 2. According to
the theory, the weighting matrices W d 1 and W m1 in equation (6) should
be derived from a priori information of the data noise and model
parameter variations (Menke, 1984; Tarantola, 1987; Carrion, 1989) to
reduce multiple solutions. Here, we assign unit operators to the
weighting matrices W d 1 = Id and W m1 = Im , which means that no a
priori information is available. The pick accuracies of the three wave
modes are assumed to be the same, that is p1 = p2 ..... = pn = 1. Through
several trial calculations, the optimal damping factor µ is determined
according to the convergence of the arrival-time residuals. Here we
select the root-mean square (RMS) of the arrival time residuals as the
measure of convergence of the arrival time residuals between the observed and computed arrival times for each loop of the iteration. As an
example, Fig. 4 gives the convergence of the residuals when the three
different damping factors ( µ =0.5, 0.35, 0.15) are selected in the simultaneous inversion with one fracturing system. It can be seen that the
damping factor µ= 0.35 is the best.
As shown in Fig. 1, a 3-D TI model is selected for the numerical
experiments. This model has a size of 300 m × 300 m × 300 m, four
layers and three layer interfaces at 90, 130 and 190 m. The elastic
moduli and the corresponding Thomsen parameters are shown in
Table 1. A grid size of 10 m × 10 m × 10 m is used to parameterize the
layer interfaces. There are 24 geophones distributed on the upper surface and 14 geophones in the borehole (see Fig. 1 for details) to simulate surface and downhole microseismic observations. Two fracture
systems are shown in Fig. 1. Each system is made of two neighboring
parallel fractures and each fracture is associated with four events. The
origin times of each fracture are 5 ms, 10 ms, 15 ms and 20 ms.
The arrival times of the three wave modes (direct qP, qSV and qSH
waves) are used in the inversion. Fig. 5 shows the ray paths of the qP
waves for the two events corresponding to the fractures in Fig. 1. It is
shown that the ray-angle coverages in different layers differ. The third
layer is has the lowest velocity and pseudo-refracted seismic waves
occurs at the second and third interfaces.

2

1

2

1
(19)

where vg , j and vg , j + 1 are the group velocities above and below the layer
interface, respectively. vp, h is the phase velocity at the source S. Unit
vectors (wj , wj + 1, wz ) are displayed in Fig. 3, and wh is the slowness
unit vector at the source S. Note that equation (19) is valid for any ray
direction irrespective of whether the ray travels upwards or downwards, but wj must always points towards the interface and wj + 1 must
always point away from the interface. Equation (19) is also suitable for
the multilayer case. After the intersection points of the rays with the
layer interfaces are determined, the sensitivity can be calculated for
each layer by replacing the source and receiver positions shown above
by these intersection points.
From the sensitivity equation derived above, it can be seen that the
objective function has different sensitivities with respect to the elastic
moduli, hypocenter location, origin time, and interface depth. The
latter is the less sensitive parameter. There are differences in the behavior of the derivatives with respect to the elastic moduli for each
wave mode (equation (10)), which vary as a function of the wavefront
direction (equations (11) and (12)). The derivatives with respect to the
source coordinates or the layer interface depth are related to the ray
path and wavefront direction (equations (15)–(17), (19)). In summary,
the sensitivities are related to the angle of the ray; therefore, the inversion result is depending on the ray coverage.
4. Numerical experiments and discussion
In order to illustrate the performance of the proposed inversion
algorithm, we select a 3-D TI model to simultaneously invert the velocity model (elastic moduli and layer interface depths) and the microseismic parameters (spatial locations and origin times). Zhou and
Greenhalgh (2008) mentioned that it is difficult to obtain reasonable
solutions when the angles defining the symmetry axis ( 0 , 0) are free
1459
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inversion, we use sixteen microseismic events under ideal free-noise
conditions. The initial value of the microseismic location is (150, 150,
150) m, and the starting origin time is 0 ms. Figs. 6 and 7 show the
isotropy and anisotropy result, respectively. It is shown that the isotropic results greatly differ from the true values, including the absolute
(or relative) locations and origin times of the sixteen events. The anisotropy inversion gives better results. Even in the case that the difference between the initial source parameters and true values is large, the
inverted source positions (Fig. 7a–c) and origin time (Fig. 7d) agree
well with the true values.
The algorithm requires the simultaneous inversion of the velocity
model and event location. The initial (or starting) model is as follows:
The elastic parameters of the first layer are the initial values of the
elastic parameters of each layer; the difference between the initial layer
interface depth and the correct value is 10 m; the initial spatial coordinates and origin times of the sixteen events are the same, (150, 150,
150) m and 0 ms, respectively.
Two different sets of microseismic events were selected to test the
ability of the inversion algorithm under different ray coverages. The
first set makes use of the first arrivals of the qP, qSV and qSH waves
from one fracture system. The inversion results are shown in Fig. 8
(microseismic location results) and 9 (the inverted anisotropic velocity
model). From the location results (Fig. 8), it can be seen that the event
positions are recovered in relative terms, e.g., the fracture is successfully delineated, showing a clear parallel structure, but differs in location compared to the correct one. The inversion of the five elastic
parameters in Fig. 9 differs. For example, the results for C44 and C66 are
better than those of the other three elastic parameters, and very close to
the true values (see Fig. 9a). This is because, despite the same ray
coverage, the sensitivity of the different parameters is not the same
(equations (9)–(12)). This difference is mainly caused by the fact that
the derivative of the phase velocity with respect to different parameters
is different. It is determined by the properties of the anisotropic
medium, since different elastic parameters have different contributions
to the phase velocity. Even for the same elastic parameter, the sensitivity changes with the ray angle, so that the elastic moduli of the
second layer with different ray-angle coverage (see Fig. 5) may be recovered relatively well. However, the elastic parameters of the first and
second layers are not well inverted (Fig. 9a) if the depth of the firstlayer interface is poorly updated (see Fig. 9b).
The second set of events is based on the first arrivals of the qP, qSV

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 8 but with the two fracture systems.

The influence of seismic anisotropy on the microseismic location is
investigated by comparing the inversions assuming isotropy and anisotropy. In the isotropy inversion, accurate P-wave velocity models are
obtained on the basis of the perforation shots. For the anisotropy

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9 but with the two fracture systems.
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Table 2
Differences between the true values of elastic parameters and layer interface depth and the inverted results with or without random noise. DC11, DC13, DC33, DC44 and
DC66 are the elastic parameter error; DD respects the layer interface depth error.
Layer

1
2
3
4

DC11(km/s)2

DC13(km/s)2

DC33(km/s)2

DC44(km/s)2

DC66(km/s)2

DD(m)

no noise

noise

no noise

noise

no noise

noise

no noise

noise

no noise

noise

no noise

noise

1.16
3.21
0.07
0.32

0.74
2.85
0.51
0.60

0.21
0.90
0.01
0.18

0.05
0.89
0.21
0.18

0.09
0.79
0.00
0.29

0.06
0.79
0.00
0.09

0.01
0.33
0.00
0.02

0.02
0.45
0.00
0.06

0.26
0.65
0.02
0.09

0.32
0.76
0.07
0.12

3.52
2.05
0.03
–

12.12
0.38
0.07
–

and qSH waves of the two fracture systems. The inversion results are
shown in Fig. 10 (microseismic location) and 11 (inverted anisotropic
velocity model). By comparing Fig. 11 with Fig. 9, it is evident that
when only one fracture system is used, the inversion of the velocity
model yields results which differ from the correct values. When using
the two fracture systems, both the elastic parameters and interface
2
depths are improved and converge to the true values, except for C11
and
2
C33
. This is because the depth of the layer interface and elastic moduli
for each layer are biased to some degree. When two hydraulic fracturing systems are used, the inverted first layer interface depth is significantly improved, and the accuracy of the inverted elastic moduli
2
2
and C33
) slightly decreases. In summary, when the velocity
(here C11
model inversion is improved, the accuracy of the corresponding microseismic-event locations are also improved (Fig. 10). Therefore, when
the ray-angle coverage is good, a microseismic location with simultaneous anisotropic velocity structure tomography is feasible.
The ray-angle coverage is always related to the number and arrangement of the receivers. Here the receivers are located on the surface and in a single well, positioned at random to ensure a good coverage of the ray angle. In addition to the receiver arrangement, the
number of receivers also affects the inversion results. If this number is
too small, the inversion is undetermined; if it is too large, the economic
cost is too high. It was found that as the receivers increase, the

Table 3
Differences between the true values of hypocenter parameters and the inverted
results with or without random noise. DX, DY and DZ are the coordinate error;
DT respects the error of the origin time.
Source
number

DX(m)

DY(m)

DZ(m)

DT(ms)

no noise

noise

no noise

noise

no noise

noise

no noise

noise

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
average

0.06
0.02
0.40
0.01
0.11
0.12
0.08
0.10
0.04
0.13
0.18
0.25
0.14
0.08
0.16
0.31
0.14

0.18
1.64
0.77
1.23
0.00
0.14
1.09
0.70
0.40
0.09
0.01
0.91
0.45
0.71
1.88
1.59
0.74

0.03
0.17
0.19
0.14
0.11
0.13
0.08
0.11
0.46
0.24
0.57
0.27
0.47
0.39
0.61
0.38
0.27

0.01
0.56
1.28
0.69
0.46
0.28
1.67
0.23
1.28
1.12
0.89
0.45
2.88
2.53
1.49
2.35
1.14

0.79
0.63
0.33
0.70
0.09
0.67
0.85
0.65
0.52
0.55
0.48
1.12
0.51
1.06
0.47
1.11
0.66

0.74
1.01
0.67
0.15
0.82
0.70
0.35
0.56
1.09
1.10
0.72
0.82
0.09
0.22
0.19
3.42
0.79

0.28
0.16
0.23
0.04
0.17
0.01
0.28
0.18
0.25
0.17
0.22
0.32
0.28
0.31
0.22
0.30
0.21

0.28
0.40
0.28
0.18
0.25
0.15
0.10
0.21
0.49
0.32
0.08
0.31
0.04
0.38
0.44
0.55
0.28

Fig. 12. Randomly perturbed model for C11(km2·s−2). Plot (a) and (b) are the XZ plane at y = 0 and YZ plane at x = 50 m, respectively. Plot (c) and (d) are the XY
plane at z = 100 m and z = 160 m, respectively.
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inversion error decreases; but when the number of receiver increases to
a certain amount, the inversion error tends to be constant. In these
examples, we have considered 40 receivers as the best choice.
To investigate the effects of first-arrival pick uncertainties, 5%
random noise are added to the arrival times of the qP, qSV and qSH
waves. The noise-free and noise-containing inversion error is displayed
in Tables 2 and 3. Comparing the results before and after the addition of
random noise, it is shown that the precision decreases in the presence of
noise, especially the first layer interface depth (Table 2). After adding
random noise, the average location error in the X, Y and Z directions
increase to about 1 m, which is acceptable. Therefore, the effect of
random noise in this case is not very important, and the model parameters still converge quite well to the true values.
Next, we test the sensitivity of the method in the presence of heterogeneities by using the anisotropic TI model shown in Fig. 12. The
heterogeneities are added as a strong random perturbation of the
layered TI model used in the previous examples. The random perturbations are applied to the five elastic moduli (C11, C13, C33, C44 , C66),
with a maximum of 15%, i.e.

Cij (x , y, z ) = C 0 (x , y , z ) + 0.15R C 0ij (x , y , z )
ij

(20)

where R denotes a random number. The observed arrival times take
into account the perturbations but the model is approximated with the
uniform 1-D layered TI model. The initial values of the inversion
parameters are the same of the last test, where we have introduced
noise. Fig. 13 shows the results. The events locations differ slightly from
the true locations, especially at depth (Fig. 13c). The relative locations
are recovered relatively well. Fig. 14 gives the velocity model results.
The elastic moduli in each layer and the respective layer depths are
recovered with different degrees of precision.
5. Conclusions
In order to reduce the effects of velocity-model uncertainties on the
location of microseismic events, we present an inversion algorithm for
simultaneous inversion of the model and event location, based on a 1-D
layered TI medium with arbitrary symmetry axis orientations. The
improved shortest path algorithm is used to calculate the ray paths and
arrival times of the first arrivals. The partial derivatives with respect to
the elastic moduli, layer interface depths, spatial coordinates and origin

Fig. 13. Microseismic location results by using the random perturbed velocity
model. Red dots and squares indicate the real values, and blue crosses indicate
the initial values. The green dots and squares indicate the inverted values. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 14. Comparisons between the true values of the elastic
moduli and layer interface depths with the inverted results.
Red dots and light-blue triangles indicate the true and computed values, respectively. The superscript in the elastic
constants denotes the layer number. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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times of the microseismic events are re-derived here for this anisotropic
velocity model. The conjugate gradient algorithm is used to solve the
constrained damped least-squares problem. Then, a method is developed to simultaneously invert the anisotropic velocity model (elastic
moduli and layer interface depths) and hypocenter parameters (spatial
locations and origin times). The numerical simulation results by using
surface and downhole microseismic data show that the algorithm can
effectively perform the inversion with good ray coverage. The results
are not very sensitive to relative low random noise and velocity heterogeneities which may affect the arrival times and the velocity model.
However, the method has been applied to synthetic data. For actual
production, the ray coverage may not be good due to sparse distribution
of microseismic events and geophones. In future studies, it is necessary
to test the reliability and robustness of the method with real data.
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